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Introduction

This report lists the scholarly activities and research achievements of the Queen’s Faculty of Law in 2012 and 2013. During this time, Queen’s Law faculty members contributed to scholarly research in a significant way, through numerous book, chapter and article publications, lending their expertise through commentary in the media and through reports and submissions to government. They also presented at conferences and hosted many visitors to the Faculty of Law.

During 2012/13, over 25 books and 40 book chapters written or edited by Queen’s Law faculty members were published or translated into other languages, including Chinese, Portuguese, German, Korean, Polish, Spanish, Japanese, Turkish, and French. Over 80 journal articles covered topics including the concept of ‘parent’ in family law, expert evidence in criminal cases, and prison healthcare, among many others.

Approximately 300 papers and presentations were delivered at conferences and workshops ranging from the International Women’s Rights Action Watch Asia Pacific Expert Group Meeting in Beirut to Resolving Tax Treaty Disputes at the London School of Economics. Studies and reports to judicial, governmental and legislative bodies addressed such topics as tax evasion, corruption, the economic prospects for Canadian girls, parental relocation, and the Yukon Justice of the Peace Program.

Queen’s Law hosted 10 conferences and workshops on issues ranging from Arctic/Northern Women: Situating Law and Justice in Development and Equality (Feminist Legal Studies Queen’s); adjudicating human rights in the workplace, privacy and aging (Centre for Law in the Contemporary Workplace); Criminal Law, Immigration and Surveillance (jointly convening with the Queen’s Surveillance Studies Centre); and private law theory.

In addition, the Faculty of Law hosted 55 distinguished visitors from around the world, who engaged faculty members and students in lively conversations on American capitalism, copyright law, the treatment of ethnic and religious minorities, aboriginal identities, violence against women and legal subjectivity for animals – to cite a few examples.

Interdisciplinary and international collaborations are distinctive strengths of Queen’s Law with numerous faculty members leading or contributing to interdisciplinary research projects. Cross-appointments within the Faculty include Professors Will Kymlicka and Michael Pratt with the Department of Philosophy, Professor Richard Chaykowski with the School of Policy Studies, Professor David Lyon with the Department of Sociology, Professors Sharryn Aiken, Bita Amani and Kathy Lahey with Cultural Studies, and the shared, fractional appointment of Professor Les Green with Oxford University.

Queen’s Law faculty members actively participate in the scholarly community, and contribute at the highest level to critical scholarly analysis and public debate, both in Canada and internationally. The faculty pursues excellence in legal scholarship in diverse areas and from diverse perspectives. With new faculty members being welcomed in 2014, the depth and range of our research capacity and reputation is on course to accelerate even further in the years ahead.

Sharryn Aiken
Associate Dean (Graduate Studies & Research)
Achievements in Research and Scholarship

Report for 2012 and 2013

BOOKS

Sharryn Aiken

Beverly Baines

Nicholas Bala

Arthur Cockfield


Stan Corbett


Lisa Dufraimont

Leslie Green


Tsvi Kahana


Joshua Karton


Kathleen Lahey


Will Kymlicka

(as editor, with Walker) Rooted Cosmopolitanism: Canada and the World (University of British Columbia Press, 2012).


David Lyon


Mary-Jo Maur

Nancy McCormack

(with Leonard) *Updating Statutes and Regulations for all Canadian Jurisdictions*, 5th ed (Toronto).


Don Stuart


BOOK CHAPTERS

Martha Bailey


Beverley Baines


Nicholas Bala


Arthur Cockfield


Lisa Dufraimont


Leslie Green


Tsvi Kahana


Will Kymlicka


“The Internationalization of Minority Rights” (reprint) and "Multiculturalism and Minority Rights: West and East” (reprint) in Castellino, ed, Global Minority Rights (Surrey, UK: Ashgate, 2012).


“Minority Rights are a Part of Human Rights” in Dutkiewicz and Sakwa, eds, 22 Ideas to Fix the World: Conversations with the World’s Foremost Thinkers (New York University Press, 2013).


“Multicultural States and Intercultural Citizens” (reprint) in Shaw and Štiks, eds, Citizenship Rights (Surrey, UK: Ashgate, 2013).


**David Lyon**


**Allan Manson**


**Cherie Metcalf**


**Wanjiru Njoya**

Bruce Pardy

Patti Peppin

Michael Pratt

Darryl Robinson

Malcolm Thorburn

JOURNAL ARTICLES

Bita Amani


Beverley Baines


Nicholas Bala


Kevin Banks


“Must Canada Change its Labour and Employment Laws to Compete with the United States?” (2013) 38 Queen’s Law Journal 419.


Richard Chaykowski


Arthur Cockfield


Lisa Dufraimont


Christopher Essert
“A Dilemma for Protected Reasons" (2012) 31 Law and Philosophy 49.
“Legal Obligation and Reasons” (2013) 19 Legal Theory 63.

David Freedman

Leslie Green

Joshua Karton

Larissa Katz

Erik Knutsen
“Coping with Complex Causation Information in Personal Injury Cases” (2013) 41 Advocates Quarterly 149.


**Will Kymlicka**


**Kathleen Lahey**


**David Lyon**


Allan Manson


also published online at: http://www.cmaj.ca/content/185/10/886.full?sid=8e18a711-b637-49bb-8483-9e6db8297e62


Nancy McCormack


Bruce Pardy


Darryl Robinson


Don Stuart


Mark Walters


ANNOTATIONS AND CASE COMMENTS

Beverley Baines


Lisa Dufraimont


Annotation to R. v. Welsh (2013) 2 CR (7th) 142.
Annotation to R. v. Youvarajah (2013) 3 CR (7th) 43.
Don Stuart


“Maybin: Unwise to Leave the Test of Intervening Cause Untethered” Case Comment (2012) 92 CR (6th) 252.
Annotation to R. v. Hill (2013) 96 CR (6th) 168
Annotation to R. v. Khawaja (2013) 96 CR (6th) 227-228
Annotation to R. v. Aucoin (2013) 96 CR (6th) 298
Annotation to R. v. Wilson (2013) 96 CR (6th) 77-78
Annotation to R. v. Kingsbury (2013) 96 CR (6th) 95
Annotation to R. v. MacMillan (2013) 1 CR (7th) 90 93-94
Annotation to R. v. Levkovic (2013) 1 CR (7th) 225
Annotation to R. v. Camiran (2013) 1 CR (7th) 414-415
Annotation to R. v. Vuradin (2013) 3 CR (7th) 2
Annotation to R. v. Pandurevic (2013) 3 CR (7th) 254
Annotation to R. v. Mitchell (2013) 3 CR (7th) 299
Annotation to R. v. Jones (2013) 3 CR (7th) 318
Annotation to R. v. Adamo (2013) 4 CR (7th) 328


“Prokfiew: Reading Down Section 4(6) of Canada Evidence Act to Leave Instructions on Trial Silence to Unfettered Discretion of Trial Judges” Case Comment (2013) 96 CR (6th) 10.


“Sunshine: The Need for Further Clarity on Jury Instructions in Circumstantial Evidence Cases” Case Comment (2013) 1 CR (7th) 346.

“H.A.D.: The Supreme Court Strongly Reaffirms the Presumption of Subjective Fault for Crimes” Case Comment (2013) 2 CR (7th) 64.
BOOK REVIEWS, EDITORIAL AND MEDIA COMMENTARY, AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS

Sharryn Aiken
“Seismic shifts in immigration and refugee policy could create new modes of exclusion,” Embassy, April 25, 2012.

Bita Amani

Nicholas Bala
“Inside the mind of an expert: biases arise when one party pays for advice, joint retainers can offer a solution,” Lawyers Weekly, February 15, 2013.

Arthur Cockfield

Larissa Katz

Erik Knutsen
“Websites Used to Solve Civil Disputes” Vancouver Sun, Calgary Herald, Winnipeg Free Press, Ottawa Citizen, Montreal Gazette (September 27, 2012).


“Gamblers’ Class Action Against OLG Denied Again” Lawyers Weekly (August 30, 2013).

**Will Kymlicka**


(interview, in Korean) Soohyun Kyung, “Two scholars of multiculturalism are in a heated conversation”, Yonhap News Agency, 02 December 2012.

http://app.yonhapnews.co.kr/YNA/Basic/article/new_search/YIBW_showSearchArticle_New.aspx?searchpart=article&searchtext=%EC%9C%8C+%ED%82%B4%EB%A6%AC%EC%B9%B4&contents_id=AKR20121201061700372


(interview in Spanish) "Plurinacionalidad y autodeterminacion", Noticias de Gipuzkoa (Donostia, Spain) Saturday, March 10, 2012.


Interview in EzkerraBerri aldizkaria (Iruña, Spain) #5, March 2012, p. 12. (in Spanish)


(with Keith Banting) Blog commentary on Multiculturalism in Europe for the Social Science Research Council’s “Immanent Frame” blog, online at http://blogs.ssrc.org/tif/2012/06/01/multiculturalism-in-europe/

(interview in German) “Unsere Mitbürger”, Die Zeit (Hamburg), July 5, 2012.

Animal Voices radio interview, available online at http://animalvoices.ca/2012/12/11/zoopolis-will-kymlicka-puts-a-political-spin-on-human-animal-relations/


Two TV interviews (RTV Slovenia) and one radio interview (Radio Slovenija) in Ljubljana, Slovenia on March 7, 2013. http://tvslo.si/predvajaj/studio-city/ava2.162145438/.


“Kymlicka discusses animal citizenship” by Rebecca Rowland, The Dartmouth (Wednesday, February 6, 2013), available online at http://thedartmouth.com/2013/02/06/news/kymlicka-discusses-animal-citizenship

Kathleen Lahey


David Lyon


Australian Broadcasting Corporation’s PM show with Mark Colvin, March 1 2012, available at http://www.abc.net.au/pm/archives.html


Newspaper interview in La Nación, Buenos Aires, Argentina, August 6, 2012.

‘Virtual Virtue’ interview in Faith Today, July 2012.


Interviewed by Fabio Chiusi for an article published in L’Espresso (Italian weekly news and current affairs magazine), September 2012.


Review of article “Towards a theoretical model of social media surveillance” for Communication Theory, September 2012.


Extended interview on key dimensions of contemporary surveillance appeared in KG Human Rights (in Japanese) 2013. See promotion at www.kwansei.ac.jp/r_human/


Featured in a research publication of the Office of the Privacy Commissioner, Ottawa, June 2013.

‘Canadians split on government online snooping’ Whig Standard, interview August 31 2013, at http://www.thewhig.com/2013/08/31/canadians-split-on-government-online-snooping/


Interview segment on Global TV News on CSEC surveillance, October 11, 2013.

Interview segment on Snowden revelations about Germany, Al Jazeera, October 26, 2013.

Allan Manson


Nancy McCormack


PAPERS AND PRESENTATIONS DELIVERED AT SCHOLARLY, PROFESSIONAL OR LAW REFORM CONFERENCES

Sharryn Aiken


“Academic Freedom or Anti-Semitism?” Department of Sociology and Anthropology Colloquium, Carleton University, Ottawa, September 27, 2013.

“Citizenship in International and Comparative Perspective”, paper for Canadian Council for Refugees Fall Consultation, Kitchener, November 30, 2013.

Bita Amani


“Taking the Bite Out of Snow White’s Apple: Intellectual Property Law’s Contribution to Novel Food Regulation in Canada” at the Studies in National and International Development Program, Queen’s University, March 29, 2012.


(with Michele McIntosh) “Othering Mothering: Canadian Criminalization of Breastfeeding within the context of HIV/AIDS” at Bodies of Law: Women’s Health and Equality Conference, Queen’s University, Kingston, March 1-2, 2013.

Martha Bailey

“Wrongfully Removed Children Who Claim Refugee Status,” at the Conference on Sustaining Families: Global and Local Perspectives, Faculty of Law, University of Iowa, June 2012.


Beverley Baines


“The B.C. Polygamy Reference: Who Speaks for Women?” at the Conference on En/Gendering Governance: From the Local to the Global, Australian National University Faculty of Law, Canberra, August 6, 2012.

“Constitutionalizing Women’s Equality Rights: There is Always Room for Improvement”, Revisit, Renew, Rally Conference on 30th Anniversary of Charter, Dalhousie University Faculty of Law, Halifax, October 26, 2012.

“A Conversation about Eric v Lola – the recent Canadian Supreme Court decision on breakdown of de facto spousal relationships in Quebec”, Invited Speaker Series, School of Policy Studies, Queen’s University, February 7, 2013

“R. v. N.S.: Why Did the Courts Change the Oakes Test?” for the Patricia Allan Memorial Lecture at Annie Macdonald Langstaff Workshop, McGill University Faculty of Law, Montreal, February 20, 2013.

“Niqab Bans and Secular Sex Segregation”, Gendered Rites/Gender Rights Conference, Hadassah-Brandeis Institute, Brandeis University, Waltham MA, April 15, 2013.

**Nicholas Bala**


“Legal Responses to Alienation in the Canadian Courts” and “Judicial Interviews with Children in Alienation Cases”, National Judicial Institute Program for Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench, Calgary, January 26, 2012.


“Involving Children in the Family Dispute Resolution Process;” and “Parental Alienation & High Conflict Separations” for Pathways Family Relationships, Perth Western Australia, February 16, 2012.


“Who is a ‘Parent’ [in Canada]? The Widening Concept of ‘Parent’: Step-Parents, Same-Sex Partners & Parents by ART,” School of Law, La Trobe University, Melbourne, Australia, February 20, 2012.


“Contact Concerns in High Conflict Cases: Alienation, Estrangement & Hybrid Cases,” Family Court of Western Australia, Perth, Feb 15, 2012; Family Court of Victoria, Melbourne, Feb 20, 1012; Family Court of Sydney, N.S.W., February 22, 2012.


(with Mackenzie) “Judicial Orders for Representation in Family Cases” at the National Judicial Institute Program on Self-represented Family Litigants, Halifax, July 13-14, 2012


“Reforming the YCJA: Rhetoric & Reality”, Faculty of Law, University of New Brunswick, Fredericton, September 21, 2012.


“Self-Represented Litigants in the Family Courts” for the Access to Justice Town Hall, Faculty of Law, University of Toronto, November 21, 2012.


“Cyberbullying and sexting: Legal Responses,” University of Toronto, O.I.S.E., Faculty Seminar, October 23, 2013.

“Crossover Youth: Recommendations for Reform in Ontario,” Ryerson University, October 23, 2013.


Kevin Banks


“Workplace Accommodation of Age-Related Disability: Employee Perceptions and Policy Implications,” presented at Shades of Grey: Law and Aging in the Contemporary Workplace, Queen’s University Center for Law in the Contemporary Workplace, Toronto, April 29, 2012.

“What the Charter Requires in Public Sector Dispute Resolution,” at In the Wake of the Drummond Report and Ontario Budget: Prospects for Reform of Industrial Relations in the Ontario Broader Public Sector, Queen’s Centre for Law in the Contemporary Workplace, Toronto, June 22, 2012.


Arthur Cockfield


“The Limits of the International Tax Regime as a Commitment Projector,” Faculty Visitor Series, University of Texas School of Government and Law School, Austin, Texas, April 5, 2013.

“The Limits of the International Tax Regime as a Commitment Projector,” Washburn Tax Law Colloquium, Washburn University Faculty of Law, Topeka, Kansas, April 26, 2013.


Lisa Dufraimont


“Realizing the Potential of the Principled Approach to Evidence,” Symposium Celebrating the Contributions of Justice Louise Charron, University of Ottawa Faculty of Law, March 23, 2013.

Chair, Panel on “HIV/AIDS Disclosure and Criminalization”, Bodies of Law: Women’s Health and Equality Conference, Feminist Legal Studies Queen’s, Queen’s University Faculty of Law, March 2, 2013.


“Realizing the Potential of the Principled Approach to Evidence,” Annual Conference of the Canadian Institute for the Administration of Justice, King Edward Hotel, Toronto, October 10, 2013.

Christopher Essert

“Property Is Rights Not Things” presented as the Dean’s Lecture, delivered at Queen’s University Faculty of Law, March 13, 2012.

“Legal Powers and Ownership,” Private Law Theory Workshop, Queen’s University Faculty of Law, Kingston, April 19, 2013


“Legal Powers and Ownership,” IVR World Congress, University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil, 22 July 2013.

David Freedman


“Mediation of Estate Disputes” at the Estates Planning Council, September 25, 2013

“Variation of Trusts” at the 16th Annual Estates and Trusts Summit, Law Society of Upper Canada, Toronto, November 11, 2013.

Leslie Green

“Constituting the People,” The Kadish Lecture for 2012, University of California (Berkeley) Law School, April 2012.


“Should Law Improve Morality?” Rethinking Sexual Offenses Conference, Robina Institute, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis MN, April 2013.


“What is Freedom For?” Legal Theory Research Colloquium, Faculty of Law, University of Edinburgh, December 2013.

Lynne Hanson


(with Shaimaa Abo-El Ella and Renee Fitzpatrick) “Co Teaching of Law and Psychiatry to Medical Students: Conflicts Resolved”, poster presented at the Canadian Conference on Medical Education, Quebec City, April 20-21, 2013.


“Interdisciplinary Teaching Strategies in Mental Health Law,” 33rd Congress on Law and Mental Health, July 15, 2013, Hotel Krasnapolsy, Amsterdam, NL.

Tsvi Kahana


Works in Progress Workshop, Queen’s University Faculty of Law, Winter 2013.

Joshua Karton


“Canadian Courts in the Global Jurisconsultorium,” presented to Osgoode-Toronto Junior Faculty Forum, University of Toronto Faculty of Law, June 22, 2012.


“Recognizing a Contractual Right to Suspend Performance,” American Society of Comparative Law Eighth Annual Works in Progress Workshop, American Society of Comparative Law and University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, IL, USA, March 2013.

“Recognizing a Contractual Right to Suspend Performance,” Second Annual Younger Comparativists Conference, American Society of Comparative Law and Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law, Indianapolis, IN, USA, April 2013.


“On the Nature and Sources of The International Arbitrator’s Duty to Apply the Law,” Taipei International Conference on Arbitration and Mediation, National Taiwan University and Chinese (Taipei) Arbitration Association, Taipei, Taiwan, August 2013.


Larissa Katz


“Property Works in Progress” presented to Fordham University School of Law, New York, June 2012.

Erik Knutsen


“The Top Five Things Wrong with Personal Injury Law (and What To Do About It),” presented to Ontario Trial Lawyers Association Annual Spring Conference, Toronto, June 18, 2012.

“Medical Malpractice at the Court of Appeal for Ontario,” Medical Malpractice Section, Ontario Trial Lawyers Association Conference, Toronto, April 12, 2013.


Will Kymlicka


“Do we need a Political Theory of Animal Rights?”, keynote speech at Minding Animals Conference: Building Bridges between Science, the Humanities and Ethics, Utrecht University, July 3-6, 2012. Also participated in discussion on July 5th.


“Immigration, Multiculturalism and Diaspora Politics”, guest-lecture at Canadian Forces College, Toronto, 12 September 2012.


“Do we need a Political Theory of Animal Rights?”, presented to Philosophy Department, Harvard University, September 27, 2012.

“Citizen Canine”, presented at conference on “Domesticity and Beyond: Living and Working with Animals”, Queen’s University, September 29, 2012.

“Do we need a Political Theory of Animal Rights?”, presentation to joint meeting of Political Science department and Animal Welfare Program, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, October 18, 2012.

“Neoliberal Multiculturalism?”, presentation to Political Science Department, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, October 19, 2012.

“Do we need a Political Theory of Animal Rights?”, presented at Philosophy Department colloquium, Queen’s University, October 25, 2012.


(with Sue Donaldson) “Citizen Canine” and “Unruly Beasts”, presented at a workshop on Animal Citizenship, CREUM, University of Montreal, January 25, 2013.


“Multiculturalism: Success, Failure and the Future”, Sociology Department, Graduate Centre, City University of New York, April 24, 2013.

“Animal Rights, Multiculturalism, and the Left”, Center for Global Ethics, Graduate Center, City University of New York, April 25, 2013.

“Are Models of Multicultural Citizenship Sustainable?”, MatchPoints Seminar on Culture, Social Capital and Politics, University of Aarhus, Denmark, May 23, 2013.

(with Sue Donaldson) “Reply to Palmer, Wadiwel, Janara and Bailey”, presented at the joint meeting of Canadian Philosophical Association and Canadian Political Science Association, University of Victoria, June 4, 2013.

(with Sue Donaldson) “Unruly Beasts: Including Animals in the Demos”, presented at the annual meeting of The Society for Existential and Phenomenological Theory and Culture (EPTC), University of Victoria.


“Animals and the Frontiers of Citizenship”, presented to Philosophy department colloquium, Texas A&M University, College Station Texas, October 10, 2013.

Commentator, panel on Equality, conference on Comparative Democratic Political Theory, Texas A&M University, College Station Texas, October 11-12, 2013.


“Neoliberal Multiculturalism”, presented at seminar on Social Resilience: Creative Responses to Social Change, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, October 17, 2013.

“The Essentialist Critique of Multiculturalism”, presented at conference on Theorizing Multiculturalism, Centre for Advanced Migration Studies, University of Copenhagen, Denmark, November 16, 2013.


Kathleen Lahey

“Tax Fairness and Gender,” Commission on Public Services and Tax Fairness, Kingston, ON, January 5, 2012.

“‘Going for Growth’ and ‘Tackling Inequality’ – Why gender equality always matters,” presented to Conference on CEDAW and Moving Forward, Feminist Legal Studies Queen’s, Queen’s University, Kingston, March 2, 2012.

“Tax Fairness, Inequality, and the Political Economy of Women: Gender-based analysis is crucial to building a better Canada,” presented to the Fair Tax Summit, Canadians for Tax Fairness, Ottawa, March 30, 2012.


“Women in the Arctic Region: Key Economic, Governance, and Budgetary Issues,” presented to International Arctic Feminist Workshop, Northern (Arctic) Federal University, Arkhangelsk, Russia, June 26, 2012.


“Designed to Fail: Aboriginal Governance, Federal Funding. and Attawapiskat,” presented to Bodies of Law: Women’s Health and Equality Conference, Feminist Legal Studies Queen’s, Queen’s University, Kingston, March 1, 2013.


“Comparative Studies on Gender Equality in the Arctic Region,” Conference on Gender and Arctic Directions, TUAC Network on Gender and Law/Forum for Studies on Law and Society, Umea University, Sweden, May 7, 2013.


David Lyon
Invited lecture at the CRIDS Research Unit, University of Namur, Belgium, January 24, 2012.


“Surveillance, Sociology and Ethics,” public lecture delivered at Kwansei Gakuin University, Nishionomiya, Japan, April 19, 2012.


“Mark My Words: Zuckerberg’s Gift to Social Sorting” Invited speaker, Surveillance and Social Media symposium at the National Arts Centre, Ottawa, arranged by the Office of the Privacy Commissioner in conjunction with SSHRC, May 2, 2012.


“Social Media Surveillance: Who Does It?” TEDx talk, delivered at Convocation Hall, Queen’s University, October 28, 2012.

“Surveillance, Social Media, Participation” presented (by video) at Personal Information Protection Conference at Meiji University, Tokyo, November 19-20, 2012.


Plenary lecture “The Culture of Surveillance” at the Congress of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Victoria, June 06 2013.

“Surveillance History and Ethics” at IFIP Doctoral Summer School, Radboud University, Nijmegen, Netherlands, June 17 2013.


“Google’s Goldfish: Living with Surveillance” at Inventing the Surveillance Society symposium, the Lemelson Center, Smithsonian Institution, Washington DC, October 25. Video at http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/40166061/


Allan Manson


“Arbitrary Disproportionality,” Centenary Speaker Series, Faculty of Law, University of Alberta, October 15, 2012.


Invited conferee, Conference to discuss book draft by Prof. Michael Tonry, University of Minnesota, Faculty of Law, November. 14-16, 2013.
Mary-Jo Maur

Nancy McCormack
“Burnout in the Workplace,” Kaleidoscope, Queen’s University, August 13, 2013.

Cherie Metcalf
“Property Rights & Attitudes toward Environmental Protection: An Empirical Investigation,” presented to Law & Economics Seminar, UBC Faculty of Law, January 2012.
“Property Rights & Attitudes toward Environmental Protection: An Empirical Investigation,” presented to Society for Environmental Law & Economics Conference, University of Indiana, Maurer School of Law, June 2012.
Invited commentator, for Anthony Niblett & Albert Yoon, “Outcomes & Precedents”, Osgoode / University of Toronto Canadian Junior Faculty Forum, University of Toronto Law School, June 2012.
“Property Rights & Attitudes toward Environmental Protection: An Empirical Investigation,” Midwestern Law & Economics Association Conference, Faculty of Law, University of Illinois, Urbana Champagne, IL (October 2013).
Paul Miller

“Justifying Fiduciary Remedies,” at Obligations VI Conference, Western University Faculty of Law, London, ON, July 2012.


“Justifying Fiduciary Remedies,” Canadian Private Law Theory Workshop, University of Toronto Faculty of Law, April 2012.

Wanjiru Njoya


Bruce Pardy

Roundtable Discussant, Reconciling Ecology and Economics: Processes and Property Rights, Hoover Institute, Stanford University, Palo Alto CA, April 2012.


Roundtable Discussant, Classics in Environmental Ethics, Department of Philosophy, University of Illinois, Galena IL, October 2012.


Patricia Peppin


Michael Pratt

“Disclaimers and the Intention to Create Legal Relations,” Conference in Honour of Professor J.D. McCamus, Osgoode Hall Law School, February 2013.


Darryl Robinson

“The Inescapable Controversies of Pre-Transitional Justice,” presented at Foreign Policy Studies Series and International Commission of Jurists, Dalhousie University, Halifax, February 2012


“Apology, Utopia and Other Catch-22s: Why Criticism of the ICC is Fun, Popular...and Inevitable,” presented at Oxford Public International Law Discussion Group and Oxford Transitional Justice Research, Oxford University, UK, June 2012.


Don Stuart
“Exclusion of Evidence under Section 24(2), Stays as an Abuse of Process and New Arguments for Defence Counsel,” presented to Defence Counsel Association of Ottawa/Carleton, Montebello, QC, October 5-6, 2013

Malcolm Thorburn
“Locating the Presumption of Innocence,” Faculty Seminar, University of Uppsala, Sweden, April 11, 2012.
“Form and Function in (Criminal) Law,” presented to the Conference on Criminalizing and Criminalized States, Osgoode Hall Law School, November 9-10, 2012.

Mark Walters
Invited Commentator, How to Break Out of Colonialism Conference, Indigenous Peoples and Governance Program, Montreal, Quebec, 17-20 April 2012.
“‘Looking for a knot in the bulrush’: Reflections on Law, Sovereignty and Aboriginal Rights,” presented at 35@30: Reflecting on 30 Years of Section 35 Conference, University of Toronto Faculty of Law, October 25-27, 2012.
“Where there is a Right there is a (Legal Framework for) a Remedy: Legal Remedies and the Covenant Chain Treaty Relationship,” presented at Peace, Friendship & Respect: A Critical Examination of the Honour of the Crown on the 250-Year Anniversary of the Royal Proclamation and the Treaty of Niagara, conference held in conjunction with the 25th annual meeting of the Indigenous Bar Association in Canada, at the Chippewas of Rama First Nation, 7-9 October 2013.
“The Royal Proclamation, the Canadian Constitution and Aboriginal Peoples,” presented at “Creating Canada: From the Royal Proclamation of 1763 to Modern Treaties” hosted by the Land Claims Agreements Coalition at the Canadian Museum of Civilization, Gatineau, Quebec, October 7, 2013.
PRESENTATIONS TO JUDICIAL, GOVERNMENTAL AND LEGISLATIVE BODIES

Sharryn Aiken
Invited Expert, Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration, Hearings on Bill C-31, An Act to amend the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, the Balanced Refugee Reform Act, the Marine Transportation Security Act and the Department of Citizenship and Immigration Act (commenting on provisions relating to “irregular arrivals” and mandatory detention), Ottawa, May 5, 2012.

Nicholas Bala
Invited Participant, Governor General’s Families in Canada Roundtable Discussion, Ottawa, April 4, 2012.


Arthur Cockfield


David Freedman

Kathleen Lahey
“Improving Economic Prospects for Canadian Girls: Step #1: Ensure that all children are born into and raised in a gender-equal Canada,” formal written brief filed with the Standing Committee on the Status of Women, House of Commons, with oral testimony in committee on March 12, 2012.


Allan Manson


Darryl Robinson

(with deGuzman, Jalloh and Cryer) “Request for Leave to Submit Amicus Curiae Observations pursuant to Rule 103,” submitted to Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Court (Prosecutor v. Laurent Gbagbo, ICC-02/11-01/11), September 5, 2013.

(with deGuzman, Jalloh and Cryer) “Amicus Curiae Observations of Professors Robinson, deGuzman, Jalloh and Cryer,” submitted to Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Court (Prosecutor v. Laurent Gbagbo, ICC-02/11-01/11), October 9, 2013.

Mark Walters

Submission to the Standing Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs Concerning Bill C-53, An Act to assent to the alterations in the law touching the Succession to the Throne, March 5, 2013.
REPORTS AND STUDIES FOR GOVERNMENT AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

Nicholas Bala
(with Semple) Reforming the Family Justice System: An Evidence Based Approach (Association of Family & Conciliation Courts, Ontario Chapter, 2013).

Joshua Karton
“National Report for Canada: The Civil Law Consequences of Corruption in International Commercial Contracts” (2013), prepared for the 2014 Congress of the International Academy of Comparative Law

Kathleen Lahey
“Women in Arctic and Northern Regions: Key Economic, Governance, and Fiscal Issues,” for submission to Arctic Council by the TUAC Arctic Region Working Group, November 2012.
"Income Inequalities in Canada: Fiscal and Gender Dimensions,” Consultation brief submitted to the House of Commons Standing Committee on Finance, Study on Inequalities, Ottawa, April 2013
“Recommendations on Budget 2014,” Brief submitted to the House of Commons Standing Committee on Finance, Pre-budget Consultations 2013, Ottawa, August 2013
“Canada’s Obligations to Women under CEDAW, the Beijing Platform for Action, and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,” Brief submitted to UN Women Canada, Consultation on Gender and UN MDGs, Ottawa, December 2013

Allan Manson
Bruce Pardy


TankTek Environmental Services Ltd. v. Ontario (Ministry of the Environment) (2013), 76 Canadian Environmental Law Reports (3d) 84.


RESEARCH GRANTS

Bita Amani

Office of Research Services, Queen’s University Internal Travel Award for paper presentation at International Law and Society Conference, Honolulu Hawaii, $1000 (June 2012).


Nicholas Bala
Principal Investigator (with co-investigators Lee, Lindsay, and Talwar), SSHRC, Child Witness Project, $165,000 (2008 - 2012).

Principal Investigator, (with co-investigators Dufrainont, Lee, Lindsay and Talwar), SSHRC Credibility Assessment, $190,000 (2011-2014).

Kevin Banks
SSHRC Connection Grant, “Adjudicating human rights in the workplace in Canada: after Ontario's Pinto report, where do we go next?” $20,000 (2012).


Arthur Cockfield
Co-Investigator, co-applicant and member of five person Executive Team that administers grant for 30 other research collaborators, SSHRC Major Collaborative Research Initiative, “The New Transparency: Surveillance and Social Sorting,” $2.5 million (2008-2015).

Principal Investigator, SSHRC standard research grant, “Privacy and Cross-border Tax Information Exchanges” $77,750 (2008-2012)

Principal Investigator, Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada research grant, “Taxpayer Privacy and FATCA” (2013-2014)

Christopher Essert
SARC, “Peripheral Cases and the Law of Property” (March 2013)
ORS Travel Award (To present at IVR in Brazil) (April 2013)
Leslie Green
Oxford University Research Support Fund “Book: The Germ of Justice” (Oct 12-13

Lynne Hanson
Queen’s University Adjunct Fund for Scholarly Research, “Collaborative and Team Teaching in Mental Health Law” (2012- 2013)

Tsvi Kahana

Joshua Karton

Erik Knutsen

Will Kymlicka
Senior Fellow, Canadian Institute For Advanced Research “Successful Societies” Research Program, $40,000/year (2004-12).
Private donation via Philosophy department of Queen’s University, for the establishment of the Abby Benjamin Postdoctoral Fellowship in the area of animal ethics, $65,000/year, (2013-14).

Kathleen Lahey
(with Amani) Law Foundation of Ontario small grant, CEDAW conference “Moving Forward” sponsored by Feminist Legal Studies Queen's (FLSQ 2012).
(with Amani) Queen’s University Principal’s Development Fund for FSLQ International Visiting and FSLQ Conference Keynote speaker (2012).
Queen’s University Principal’s Development Fund – International Visitors FSLQ Visiting Scholar (Eva-Maria Svensson) and Conference Keynote speaker (2013).
Principal Investigator, SSHRC major grant, “Women, Equality, and Fiscal Policy: Gender Analysis of Taxes, Benefits, and Budgets” (2009-2013)
Principal Investigator, SSHRC Insight Development Grant, “Comparative gender impact analysis and fiscal policy”, (2011-2014)

Principal Investigator, Queen’s Senate Advisory Research Grant (to supplement SSHRC Insight Development Grant in startup phase), “Comparative gender impact analysis and fiscal policy” (2011-2012)

Co-Investigator, SSHRC Major Grant, “CBA SOGIC Survey of Sexual Diversity in the Canadian Legal Profession” (2011-2015)

Law Foundation of Ontario funding awarded upon submission of SSHRC Insight Grant, 2013-14.


David Lyon


Overseas participating investigator, Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, “Organizational and Individual Behaviour and Personal Information Protection in the Age of Social Media” (2012-2015) ¥4.5M ($65,000).


Allan Manson

Yukon Territory Department of Justice, Review of Justice of the Peace system, 2012.

Cherie Metcalf

Queen’s Senate Advisory Research Grant in support of SSHRC 4A, “Property Law Culture: Public Law, Private Preferences & the Regulation of Property,” (2012).

Paul Miller

Co-Investigator, Canadian Institutes of Health Research Operating grant, “Conceptual Problems in Research Ethics”, $310,924 (2008-2012)

Darryl Robinson


CONFERENCES AND SYMPOSIA HOSTED or SPONSORED BY
QUEEN’S FACULTY OF LAW

Queen’s University Faculty of Law Research Roundtable, organized by Professor Sharryn Aiken, April 12, 2012


Workshop jointly hosted by the Centre for Law in the Contemporary Workplace and the Queen’s School of Policy Studies, “In the Wake of the Drummond Report and Ontario Budget: Prospects for Reform of Industrial Relations in the Ontario Broader Public Sector”, organized by Professors Kevin Banks, Richard Chaykowski and Bernie Adell, June 22, 2012.

Workshop hosted by Centre for Law and the Contemporary Workplace, “Adjudicating human rights in the workplace in Canada: after Ontario’s Pinto report, where do we go next?”, organized by Professors Kevin Banks, Elizabeth Shilton and Bernie Adell, Queen’s University, November 8, 2012


Feminist Legal Studies Queen’s Conference, “Bodies of Law: Women’s Health and Equality”, organized by Professor Patricia Peppin, Bita Amani, and Kathleen Lahey, Queen’s University, Queen’s University, March 1-2, 2013.

Private Law Theory Workshop, organized by Professors Christopher Essert and Paul Miller, Queen’s University, 19-20 April 2013.

Workshop jointly hosted by Queen’s University Faculty of Law, Canada Research Chair in Crime, Security & Constitutionalism, and the Surveillance Studies Centre, Queen’s University, Criminal Law, Immigration and Surveillance Workshop, organized by Professors Sharryn Aiken, David Lyon and Malcolm Thorburn, November 7 & 8, 2013.

Centre for Law in the Contemporary Workplace Conference, “Privacy, Law and the Contemporary Workplace: New Challenges and Directions”, organized by Professor Kevin Banks, November 22, 2013.
VISITORS TO THE LAW FACULTY

Named Lectures


Anita Anand, University of Toronto Faculty of Law, "After the Securities Reference: What Next for Canada?", the Law '80 Visiting Lecturer, April 2, 2012.


Isabel Karpin, Technology University, Sydney, Australia “Implications for Women of Laws to Protect Future Children's Welfare”, the Willis Cunningham Memorial Lecture, March 1, 2013.

Dan Puchniak, National University of Singapore Faculty of Law, “The Derivative Action in Asia: A Complex Reality”, the Law '80 Visiting Lecturer, March 4, 2013.

Chris Essert, Queen’s University Faculty of Law, “Property Is Rights Not Things”, the Dean’s Lecture, March 13, 2013.


Visiting Speaker Series


Kristin Henrard, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Faculty of Law, “Differential protection of the right to equal treatment for religious and ethnic minorities: international law and historical perspectives”, October 5, 2012.


Maneesha Decka, Professor, University of Victoria Faculty of Law, “Beyond Personhood: Toward an Embodied Legal Subjectivity for Animals”, November 22, 2013.

Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt Distinguished Lectures in Business Law


Edward M. Iacobucci, Osler Chair in Business Law, University of Toronto Faculty of Law, “On the Questionable Importance of Corporate Fiduciary Duties”, September 14, 2012.
Tamar Frankel, Michaels Faculty Research Scholar and Professor of Law, Boston University School of Law, “Towards Universal Fiduciary Principles”, September 28, 2012.

Lionel Smith, James McGill Professor of Law, McGill University Faculty of Law. “The Structure of Fiduciary Obligations”, October 19, 2012.


**Feminist Legal Studies Queen’s Speakers Series**


Kim Pate, Executive Director, Elizabeth Frye Associations of Canada, “Forgotten Sisters? Why women are Canada's fastest growing prison population; and, why you should care”, October 15, 2012.


Kerri Froc, Adjunct research professor, Carleton School of Canadian Studies, Ph.D. candidate, Faculty of Law, Queen's University; Vanier and Trudeau Scholar; former staff lawyer for LEAF, “Seasons of With(l)er? A Reflection on the Supreme Court's Record on Distributive Justice from Gosselin to Today”, November 12, 2012.

Dayna Scott, Osgoode Hall Law School/Faculty of Environmental Studies, York University, “Winaaptae (It is Blowing Dirty): A Corporeal Feminism for Environmental Justice”, January 21, 2013.

Belinda Bennett, Faculty of Law and Medicine, University of Sydney, “The Future of Women's Health: The Impact of Globalization, Health Law and Ethics”, March 1, 2013.

Jane Bailey, University of Ottawa Faculty of Law, Common Law Section, “Privacy in service of equality?: Online sexualized bullying in AB v Bragg”, November 1, 2013.


**International Speaker Series**


Professor Jacob Katz Cogan, University of Cincinnati College of Law, “The BRICS States & the Scope of International Law”, November 19, 2012.

Individual Achievements in Research and Scholarship
(January 2012 to December 2013)

SHARRYN AIKEN

Books


Book Reviews, Editorial and Media Commentary, and Other Publications


“Seismic shifts in immigration and refugee policy could create new modes of exclusion,” Embassy, April 25, 2012.

Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences


“Citizenship in International and Comparative Perspective”, paper for Canadian Council for Refugees Fall Consultation, Kitchener, November 30, 2013.


“Academic Freedom or Anti-Semitism?” Department of Sociology and Anthropology Colloquium, Carleton University, Ottawa, September 27, 2013.

Presentations To Judicial, Governmental And Legislative Bodies

Invited Expert, Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration, Hearings on Bill C-31, An Act to amend the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, the Balanced Refugee Reform Act, the Marine Transportation Security Act and the Department of Citizenship and Immigration Act (commenting on provisions relating to “irregular arrivals” and mandatory detention), Ottawa, May 5, 2012.

Editorial Positions

Member, Editorial Advisory Board, Refuge, Canada’s Periodical for Refugees

Reviews of Scholarship

Peer review of articles for International Journal of Refugee Law; Osgoode Hall Law Journal Reviewer, SSHRC Insight Grant Program

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Chair, Canadian Association of Refugee Lawyers, Annual Conference and AGM, Munk Centre, University of Toronto, September 14, 2012

Organized Research Roundtable, Faculty of Law, April 12, 2012

(with Lyon and Thorburn) Co-organizer, “Criminal Law, Immigration and Surveillance Workshop”, Queen’s University Faculty of Law, November 7-8, 2013.
BITA AMANI

Journal Articles


Book Reviews, Editorial and Media Commentary, and Other Publications


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences


“Taking the Bite Out of Snow White’s Apple: Intellectual Property Law’s Contribution to Novel Food Regulation in Canada” at the Studies in National and International Development Program, Queen’s University, March 29, 2012.


(with Michele McIntosh) “Othering Mothering: Canadian Criminalization of Breastfeeding within the context of HIV/AIDS” at Bodies of Law: Women’s Health and Equality Conference, Queen’s University, Kingston, March 1-2, 2013.

Research Grants


Office of Research Services, Queen’s University Internal Travel Award for paper presentation at International Law and Society Conference, Honolulu Hawaii, $1000 (June 2012).

Editorial Positions

Book Review Editor, Intellectual Property Journal
Reviews of Scholarship

External/Peer review of articles for Journal of Law and Medicine and Ethics; Senses and Society Journal; Alberta Law Review; Ottawa Law Review;

External Reviewer, SSHRC Standard Research Grants Program.

Peer review of articles for various law journals including Windsor Yearbook of Access to Justice and Queen’s Law Journal.

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Member, Feminist Legal Studies Queen’s

Member, Motherhood Initiative for Research and Community Involvement (MIRCI), York University;

Member, Academic Network in Science and Technology Studies/ History, Philosophy and Sociology of Biology Network, Director Bernie Lightman (York University)

Member, Institute of Population and Public Health, Director Kristan Aronson (Queen’s University)

Member, Network Centre of Excellence Research on Commercialization of Research, Director and Principal Researcher Paul Guild (University of Waterloo)

Member, Genome Regulation Group, Genome Canada Project, funded by the Ontario Genomic Institute, Director and Principal Researcher Trudo Lemmens (University of Toronto)

Member, Emerging Dynamic Global Economies Network (EDGE Network), Director and Principal Researcher Debra Steger (University of Ottawa)

Member, Canadian Intellectual Property Scholars Network (IPNET)

Affiliated Faculty, Cultural Studies Program, Queen’s University


MARTHA BAILEY

Book Chapters


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences


“Wrongfully Removed Children Who Claim Refugee Status,” at the Conference on Sustaining Families: Global and Local Perspectives, Faculty of Law, University of Iowa, June 2012.

Editorial Positions

Member, Advisory Board, *Canadian Journal of Family Law*

Reviews of Scholarship

Referee, Tenure and Promotions Committee, Faculty of Law, Western University

Reviewer for various SSHRC programs

External reviewer of articles on family and children’s law and private international law for many law journals, including McGill Law Journal and Canadian Bar Review

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

International Research Visitor, Faculty of Law, University of Iowa (June 2012)
BEVERLEY BAINES

Books


Book Chapters


Journal Articles


Annotations and Case Comments


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences


“The B.C. Polygamy Reference: Who Speaks for Women?” at the Conference on En/Gendering Governance: From the Local to the Global, Australian National University Faculty of Law, Canberra, August 6, 2012.
“Constitutionalizing Women’s Equality Rights: There is Always Room for Improvement”, Revisit, Renew, Rally Conference on 30th Anniversary of Charter, Dalhousie University Faculty of Law, Halifax, October 26, 2012.


“R. v. N.S.: Why Did the Courts Change the Oakes Test?” for the Patricia Allan Memorial Lecture at Annie Macdonald Langstaff Workshop, McGill University Faculty of Law, Montreal, February 20, 2013.

“Niqab Bans and Secular Sex Segregation”, Gendered Rites/Gender Rights Conference, Hadassah-Brandeis Institute, Brandeis University, Waltham MA, April 15, 2013.

“A Conversation about Eric v Lola – the recent Canadian Supreme Court decision on breakdown of de facto spousal relationships in Quebec”, Invited Speaker Series, School of Policy Studies, Queen’s University, February 7, 2013.

Panelist, “Eric v Lola: how the State views Women”, Feminist Law Students Association Panel, Faculty of Law, Queen’s University, March 7, 2013.

Reviews of Scholarship

Peer review of articles for Research Institute of Asian Women Sookmyung Women’s University, Canadian Journal of Women and the Law, University of British Columbia Law Review, and Gender and Society

SSHRC referee for Insight Grant Proposal

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Participant, Centre for Teaching and Learning (Queen’s) sessions, 2012 Winter Term.
NICHOLAS BALA

Books


Book Chapters


Journal Articles


Book Reviews, Editorial and Media Commentary, and Other Publications


“Inside the mind of an expert: biases arise when one party pays for advice, joint retainers can offer a solution,” Lawyers Weekly, February 15, 2013.


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences


(with Mackenzie) “Judicial Orders for Representation in Family Cases” at the National Judicial Institute Program on Self-represented Family Litigants, Halifax, July 13-14, 2012


“Involving Children in the Family Dispute Resolution Process;” and “Parental Alienation & High Conflict Separations” for Pathways Family Relationships, Perth Western Australia, February 16, 2012.


“Who is a ‘Parent’ [in Canada]? The Widening Concept of ‘Parent’: Step-Parents, Same-Sex Partners & Parents by ART,” School of Law, La Trobe University, Melbourne, Australia, February 20, 2012.


“Reforming the YCJA: Rhetoric & Reality”, Faculty of Law, University of New Brunswick, Fredericton, September 21, 2012.

“Self-Represented Litigants in the Family Courts” for the Access to Justice Town Hall, Faculty of Law, University of Toronto, November 21, 2012.

“Legal Responses to Alienation in the Canadian Courts” and “Judicial Interviews with Children in Alienation Cases”, National Judicial Institute Program for Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench, Calgary, January 26, 2012.


“Contact Concerns in High Conflict Cases: Alienation, Estrangement & Hybrid Cases,” Family Court of Western Australia, Perth, Feb 15, 2012; Family Court of Victoria, Melbourne, Feb 20, 1012; Family Court of Sydney, N.S.W., February 22, 2012.


“Cyberbullying and sexting : Legal Responses,” University of Toronto, O.I.S.E., Faculty Seminar, October 23, 2013.
“Crossover Youth: Recommendations for Reform in Ontario,” Ryerson University, October 23, 2013.


**Presentations to Judicial, Governmental And Legislative Bodies**

Invited Participant, Governor General’s Families in Canada Roundtable Discussion, Ottawa, April 4, 2012.


**Reports, Studies and Decisions for Government and Governmental Institutions**


(with Semple) Reforming the Family Justice System: An Evidence Based Approach (Association of Family & Conciliation Courts, Ontario Chapter, 2013).


**Research Grants**

Principal Investigator (with co-investigators Lee, Lindsay, and Talwar), SSHRC, Child Witness Project, $165,000 (2008 - 2012).

Principal Investigator, (with co-investigators Dufraimont, Lee, Lindsay and Talwar), SSHRC Credibility Assessment, $190,000 (2011-2014).
Awards and Honours

Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada, September 2013

Law Society of Upper Canada, Long-Term Achievement Award for Continuing Professional Development, May 2013

Research cited by Supreme Court, *R v D.I.*, 2012 SCC 5, competence of vulnerable witnesses to testify; and Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, [2012] SJ No. 716 (CA). parental relocation

Supreme Court, *Quebec (Attorney General) v A*, 2013 SCC 5 (unmarried cohabitation)

Saskatchewan Court of Appeal: *R v C.E.O.* 2013 SKCA 82 (youth court sentencing.)

Queen's Law Students' Society Award for Teaching Excellence for Winter Term 2011.

Editorial Positions

Editor, Child Witness Electronic Benchbook, National Judicial Institute


Reviews of Scholarship


Reviewer, SSHRC Standard Research Grant and Routledge Press book proposal

Invited Referee, Tenure and Promotions Committee, Faculty of Law, University of Melbourne.


Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Invited participant, Governor General’s Families in Canada Roundtable Discussion, Ottawa, April 4, 2012.


Planning Committee for Kingston meeting of Association of Family & Conciliation Court


Invited participant, Policy Workshop on Self-represented litigants in civil and family cases, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, May 9-11, 2013.

Expert member of the Working Group of the Permanent Bureau of the Hague Convention on Child Abduction on Art 13(b) (“Grave Risk of harm to Children”); this involved three days of meetings in the Hague and several more days of preparation, review of documents after the meeting etc. (travel expenses covered)

**Research Contracts**

Association of Family & Conciliation Courts – Ontario (AFCC-O), Supervision of students and co-authorship of summer research project for AFCC-O: “Reform of Ontario Family Justice Process” (with Noel Semple, U of T post-doctoral).

AFCC-O, Supervision of students and co-authorship of summer research project for AFCC-O: "Involvement of child welfare adolescents in youth justice system" (supervising 2 Queen’s Law 2015 students).

Department of Justice, Preparation of paper, “Concurrent Legal Proceedings in Cases of Family Violence.”
KEVIN BANKS
Journal Articles


“Must Canada Change its Labour and Employment Laws to Compete with the United States?” (2013) 38 Queen’s Law Journal 419.


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences


“Workplace Accommodation of Age-Related Disability: Employee Perceptions and Policy Implications,” presented at Shades of Grey: Law and Aging in the Contemporary Workplace, Queen’s University Center for Law in the Contemporary Workplace, Toronto, April 29, 2012.

“What the Charter Requires in Public Sector Dispute Resolution,” at In the Wake of the Drummond Report and Ontario Budget: Prospects for Reform of Industrial Relations in the Ontario Broader Public Sector, Queen’s Centre for Law in the Contemporary Workplace, Toronto, June 22, 2012.


Research Grants

SSHRC Connection Grant, “Adjudicating human rights in the workplace in Canada: after Ontario’s Pinto report, where do we go next?” $20,000 (2012).


Editorial Positions

Articles Editor, Canadian Labour and Employment Law Journal

Reviews of Scholarship


Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops


Co-organizer (with Adell and Chaykowski) Workshop jointly hosted by the Centre for Law in the Contemporary Workplace and the Queen’s School of Policy Studies, “In the Wake of the Drummond Report and Ontario Budget: Prospects for Reform of Industrial Relations in the Ontario Broader Public Sector,” June 22, 2012.

Co-organizer (with Shilton and Adell), Workshop of the Centre for Law and the Contemporary Workplace, “Adjudicating human rights in the workplace in Canada: after Ontario’s Pinto report, where do we go next?” Queen’s University, November 8, 2012.

Organizer, Centre for Law in the Contemporary Workplace conference, “Privacy, Law and the Contemporary Workplace – New Challenges and Directions” Toronto, November 22, 2013.
RICHARD CHAYKOWSKI (2012 ONLY – 2013 PENDING)

Journal Articles


Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

(with Hickey) “Innovation in Collective Bargaining and the Labour-Management Relationship II”, School of Policy Studies, Queen’s University, Kingston Ontario, January 2012

(with Banks) “In the Wake of the Drummond Report and Ontario Budget: Prospects for Reform of Industrial Relations in the Ontario Broader Public Sector”, Queen’s University, School of Policy Studies and Centre for Law in the Contemporary Workplace, Toronto, June 2012
Books


Book Chapters


Journal Articles


Book Reviews, Editorial and Media Commentary, and Other Publications


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences


“The Limits of the International Tax Regime as a Commitment Projector,” Faculty Visitor Series, University of Texas School of Government and Law School, Austin, Texas, April 5, 2013.
“The Limits of the International Tax Regime as a Commitment Projector,” Washburn Tax Law Colloquium, Washburn University Faculty of Law, Topeka, Kansas, April 26, 2013.


Presentations to Judicial, Governmental And Legislative Bodies


Research Grants

Co-Investigator, co-applicant and member of five person Executive Team that administers grant for 30 other research collaborators, SSHRC Major Collaborative Research Initiative, “The New Transparency: Surveillance and Social Sorting,” $2.5 million (2008-2015).

Principal Investigtor, SSHRC standard research grant, “Privacy and Cross-border Tax Information Exchanges” $77,750 (2008-2012)

Principal Investigator, Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada research grant, “Taxpayer Privacy and FATCA” (2013-2014)

Awards and Honours

Fulbright Visiting Chair in Policy Studies, University of Texas at Austin

Adjunct Professor and Senior Research Fellow, Monash University, Melbourne, Australia (ongoing)

Editorial Positions


Reviews of Scholarship


Member of review committee, Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada Contributions Program (research grants)

Referee for tenure candidate at Washburn University, Kansas
Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Member of Corporate Taxation Reform Expert Panel at the Mowat Centre at the University of Toronto, 2012 to present

Advised CBC throughout 2013 on offshore tax leak discovered by the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists; my commentary appeared on special CBC The National edition, in over 100 newspapers (including all major Canadian papers, and papers such as UK Guardian and German Der Spiegel, and on different TV stations such as the Global and radio stations in Canada and Europe)

Advised Office of the Auditor General of Canada on offshore tax evasion
STAN CORBETT

Books

LISA DUFRAIMONT

Books

Book Chapters

Journal Articles


Annotations and Case Comments


Annotation to *R. v. Welsh* (2013) 2 CR (7th) 142.

Annotation to *R. v. Youvarajah* (2013) 3 CR (7th) 43.


**Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences**


“Realizing the Potential of the Principled Approach to Evidence,” Symposium Celebrating the Contributions of Justice Louise Charron, University of Ottawa Faculty of Law, March 23, 2013.

“Realizing the Potential of the Principled Approach to Evidence,” Annual Conference of the Canadian Institute for the Administration of Justice, King Edward Hotel, Toronto, October 10, 2013.

Chair, Panel on “HIV/AIDS Disclosure and Criminalization”, Bodies of Law: Women’s Health and Equality Conference, Feminist Legal Studies Queen’s, Queen’s University Faculty of Law, March 2, 2013.


**Awards and Honours**

Law Students’ Society Teaching Excellence Award for Fall 2012

**Editorial Positions**

Associate Editor, Criminal Reports

**Reviews of Scholarship**


Peer review of a book manuscript for McGill-Queen’s University Press

**Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops**
Contributor, *Criminal Essentials Eletter*, distributed monthly by the National Judicial Institute to over 1000 Canadian judges

Expert reviewer, Benchbook for Canadian Judges on Sexual Assault, National Judicial Institute, 2013
CHRISTOPHER ESSELT
Journal Articles

“A Dilemma for Protected Reasons” (2012) 31 Law and Philosophy 49.


“Legal Obligation and Reasons” (2013) 19 Legal Theory 63.


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences

“Property Is Rights Not Things,” presented as the Dean’s Lecture, delivered at Queen’s University Faculty of Law, March 13, 2012.

“Legal Powers and Ownership,” Private Law Theory Workshop, Queen’s University Faculty of Law, Kingston, April 19, 2013


“Legal Powers and Ownership,” IVR World Congress, University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil, 22 July 2013.

Research Grants
Principal Investigator, SARC, “Peripheral Cases and the Law of Property” (March 2013)
ORS Travel Award (to present at IVR in Brazil, April 2013)

Reviews of Scholarship

Member, selection committee, Ontario Graduate Scholarships program.

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Private Law Theory Workshop, organized by Professors Christopher Essert and Paul Miller, Queen’s University, 19-20 April 2013.

“Property is Rights Not Things”, the Dean’s Lecture, delivered at Queen’s Faculty of Law, March 13, 2012.
DAVID FREEDMAN

Journal Articles


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences


“Variation of Trusts” at the 16th Annual Estates and Trusts Summit, Law Society of Upper Canada, Toronto, November 11, 2013.

“Mediation of Estate Disputes” at the Estates Planning Council, September 25, 2013


Presentations to Judicial, Governmental And Legislative Bodies


Reviews of Scholarship


Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Advisory Committee Member, Law Commission of Ontario (‘Law Affecting Older Adults’)
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LESLIE GREEN

Books


Book Chapters


Journal Articles


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences

“Constituting the People,” The Kadish Lecture for 2012, University of California (Berkeley) Law School, April 2012.


“Should Law Improve Morality?” Rethinking Sexual Offenses Conference, Robina Institute, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis MN, April 2013.


“What is Freedom For?” Legal Theory Research Colloquium, Faculty of Law, University of Edinburgh, December 2013.

Research Grants
Oxford University Research Support Fund “Book: The Germ of Justice” (Oct 2012-2013)

Awards and Honours
Who’s Who (entry since 2008)

Editorial Positions
Co-Editor, *Oxford Studies in Legal Philosophy*
Subject editor (legal philosophy) *Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy*
Editorial Board, Canadian Journal of Law and Jurisprudence, Law and Philosophy, Transnational Legal Theory, Ethics and Social Philosophy

Reviews of Scholarship

Review of articles and books for: Oxford University Press

Review Committees: SSHRC Standard Research Grants Program; Trudeau Foundation Fellowship and Scholarship Programme (UK)

Tenure and Promotions Referee: Faculty of Law, Bar Ilan University, Israel.

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops
Member, Society of Legal Scholars (UK); Member, Human Rights Hub (UK)
LYNNE HANSON

Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences


“Interdisciplinary Teaching Strategies in Mental Health Law,” 33rd Congress on Law and Mental Health, July 15, 2013, Hotel Krasnapolsy, Amsterdam, NL.

Research Grants

Queen’s University Adjunct Fund for Scholarly Research, “Collaborative and Team Teaching in Mental Health Law” (2012-2013)

Reviews of Scholarship

Tsvi Kahana

**Books**


**Book Chapters**


**Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences**


Works in Progress Workshop, Queen’s University Faculty of Law, Winter 2013.

**Research Grants**


**Awards and Honours**

Visiting Scholar, Columbia University School of Law, 2012

Law Students Society Teaching Award, April 2013

**Reviews of Scholarship**

Manuscript reviewer, Queen’s Law Journal
JOSHUA KARTON

Books


Journal Articles


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences


“Canadian Courts in the Global *Jurisconsultorium,*” presented to Osgoode-Toronto Junior Faculty Forum, University of Toronto Faculty of Law, June 22, 2012.


“Recognizing a Contractual Right to Suspend Performance,” American Society of Comparative Law Eighth Annual Works in Progress Workshop, American Society of Comparative Law and University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, IL, USA, March 2013.

“Contractual Governance, International Arbitration, and Fragmentation of Private Law,” Workshop on the Legitimacy of Private Transnational Governance by Contract (Hague Institute for the Internationalization of Law and the University of Victoria, Victoria, BC, Canada, August 2013.)
“Recognizing a Contractual Right to Suspend Performance,” Second Annual Younger Comparativists Conference, American Society of Comparative Law and Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law, Indianapolis, IN, USA, April 2013.

“On the Nature and Sources of The International Arbitrator’s Duty to Apply the Law,” Taipei International Conference on Arbitration and Mediation, National Taiwan University and Chinese (Taipei) Arbitration Association, Taipei, Taiwan, August 2013.


Reports, Studies and Decisions for Government and Governmental Institutions

“National Report for Canada: The Civil Law Consequences of Corruption in International Commercial Contracts” (2013), prepared for the 2014 Congress of the International Academy of Comparative Law

Research Grants


Awards and Honours

Queen’s Law Students Society Teaching Award 2013

Reviews of Scholarship


Peer review of book proposal for Oxford University Press

Peer review of conference proposals for the 3rd Annual Younger Comparativists Committee Global Conference in Comparative Law, to be held April 4-5, 2014, Lewis & Clark Law School, Oregon, USA

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Guest Moderator, OGEMID Forum, March 2013

Arbitrator and Judge of Written Memoranda, Willem C. Vis International Commercial Arbitration Moot
LARISSA KATZ

Journal Articles


Book Reviews, Editorial and Media Commentary, and Other Publications


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences

“Property Works in Progress” presented to Fordham University School of Law, New York, June 2012.


Awards and Honours

HLA Hart Visiting Fellow in Law and Philosophy, Centre for Ethics and Philosophy of Law, Spring 2012

Editorial Positions

Editorial Board, Property Law Review

Reviews of Scholarship

Peer reviewer, Queen’s Law Journal, Harvard Law Review

Peer reviewer, SSHRC Insight Grant Program

Peer review of manuscript for Oxford University Press
ERIK KNUTSEN

**Journal Articles**


“Coping with Complex Causation Information in Personal Injury Cases” (2013) 41 Advocates Quarterly 149.


**Book Reviews, Editorial and Media Commentary, and Other Publications**


**Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences**

“The Top Five Things Wrong with Personal Injury Law (and What To Do About It),” presented to Ontario Trial Lawyers Association Annual Spring Conference, Toronto, June 18, 2012.


“Medical Malpractice at the Court of Appeal for Ontario,” Medical Malpractice Section, Ontario Trial Lawyers Association Conference, Toronto, April 12, 2013.

Research Grants

Reviews of Scholarship
Referee, Tenure and Promotions Committee, Osgoode Hall Law School

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops
Member, Law School Liaison Group, Law Commission of Ontario
Member, Ontario Chief Justice’s Advisory Committee on Professionalism, 2009 – present
WILL KYMLICKA

Books


Book Chapters


“The Internationalization of Minority Rights” (reprint) and "Multiculturalism and Minority Rights: West and East” (reprint) in Castellino, ed, *Global Minority Rights* (Surrey, UK: Ashgate, 2012).


Journal Articles


Book Reviews, Editorial and Media Commentary, and Other Publications


(interview, in Korean) Soohyun Kyung, “Two scholars of multiculturalism are in a heated conversation”, Yonhap News Agency, 02 December 2012.

http://app.yonhapnews.co.kr/YNA/Basic/article/new_search/YIBW_showSearchArticle_New.aspx?searchpart=article&searchtext=%EC%9C%8C+%ED%82%B4%EB%A6%AC%EC%B9%B4&contents_id=AKR20121201061700372


(interview in Spanish) "Plurinacionalidad y autodeterminacion", Noticias de Gipuzkoa (Donostia, Spain) Saturday, March 10, 2012.


Interview in EzkerraBerri aldizkaria (Iruña, Spain) #5, March 2012, p. 12. (in Spanish)


(with Keith Banting) Blog commentary on Multiculturalism in Europe for the Social Science Research Council’s “Immanent Frame” blog, online at http://blogs.ssrc.org/tif/2012/06/01/multiculturalism-in-europe/

(interview in German) “Unsere Mitbürger”, Die Zeit (Hamburg), July 5, 2012.

Animal Voices radio interview, available on line at http://animalvoices.ca/2012/12/11/zoopolis-will-kymlicka-puts-a-political-spin-on-human-animal-relations/


Two TV interviews (RTV Slovenia) and one radio interview (Radio Slovenija) in Ljubljana, Slovenia on March 7, 2013. http://tvslo.si/predvajaj/studio-city/ava2.162145438/.


“Kymlicka discusses animal citizenship” by Rebecca Rowland, The Dartmouth (Wednesday, February 6, 2013), available online at http://thedartmouth.com/2013/02/06/news/kymlicka-discusses-animal-citizenship

Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences


“Do we need a Political Theory of Animal Rights?”, keynote speech at Minding Animals Conference: Building Bridges between Science, the Humanities and Ethics, Utrecht University, July 3-6, 2012. Also participated in discussion on July 5th.


“Immigration, Multiculturalism and Diaspora Politics”, guest-lecture at Canadian Forces College, Toronto, 12 September 2012.


“Do we need a Political Theory of Animal Rights?”, presented to Philosophy Department, Harvard University, September 27, 2012.

“Citizen Canine”, presented at conference on “Domesticity and Beyond: Living and Working with Animals”, Queen’s University, September 29, 2012.

“Do we need a Political Theory of Animal Rights?”, presentation to joint meeting of Political Science department and Animal Welfare Program, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, October 18, 2012.

“Neoliberal Multiculturalism?”, presentation to Political Science Department, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, October 19, 2012.

“Do we need a Political Theory of Animal Rights?”, presented at Philosophy Department colloquium, Queen’s University, October 25, 2012.


(co-authored and co-presented with Sue Donaldson) “Citizen Canine” and “Unruly Beasts”, presented at a workshop on Animal Citizenship, CREUM, University of Montreal, January 25, 2013.


“Multiculturalism: Success, Failure and the Future”, Sociology Department, Graduate Centre, City University of New York, April 24, 2013.

“Animal Rights, Multiculturalism, and the Left”, Center for Global Ethics, Graduate Center, City University of New York, April 25, 2013.


“Are Models of Multicultural Citizenship Sustainable?”, MatchPoints Seminar on Culture, Social Capital and Politics, University of Aarhus, Denmark, May 23, 2013.

(with Sue Donaldson) “Reply to Palmer, Wadiwel, Janara and Bailey”, presented at the joint meeting of Canadian Philosophical Association and Canadian Political Science Association, University of Victoria, June 4, 2013.

(with Sue Donaldson) “Unruly Beasts: Including Animals in the Demos”, presented at the annual meeting of The Society for Existential and Phenomenological Theory and Culture (EPTC), University of Victoria.


“Animals and the Frontiers of Citizenship”, presented to Philosophy department colloquium, Texas A&M University, College Station Texas, October 10, 2013.

Commentator, panel on Equality, conference on Comparative Democratic Political Theory, Texas A&M University, College Station Texas, October 11-12, 2013.

“Neoliberal Multiculturalism”, presented at seminar on Social Resilience: Creative Responses to Social Change, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, October 17, 2013.

“The Essentialist Critique of Multiculturalism”, presented at conference on Theorizing Multiculturalism, Centre for Advanced Migration Studies, University of Copenhagen, Denmark, November 16, 2013.


Research Grants

Senior Fellow, Canadian Institute For Advanced Research “Successful Societies” Research Program, $40,000/year (2004-12).


Private donation via Philosophy department of Queen’s University, for the establishment of the Abby Benjamin Postdoctoral Fellowship in the area of animal ethics, $65,000/year, (2013-14).

Awards and Honours

Awarded the Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal

Corresponding Fellow, British Academy.

Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada.

Honorary Doctorate, University of Copenhagen, November 2013.

Canadian Philosophical Association Biennial Book Prize (for Zoopolis)

Canadian Who's Who (University of Toronto Press).

International Who's Who and Who's Who in International Affairs (Routledge)

Editorial Positions

Editor, "Citizenship, Democracy and Ethnocultural Diversity: Newsletter of the Queen's Forum for Philosophy and Public Policy”.

Series Co-Editor, "Oxford Political Theory", Oxford University Press

Member of Editorial Board, Ethnic and Racial Studies

Member of Regional Editorial Committee, Citizenship Studies

Member of Editorial Board, Ethnicities

Member of Advisory Board, International Political Theory

Member of Editorial Board, OMNES: Journal of Multicultural Studies (Korea).
Academic Advisor Committee, Journal of the History of Political Thought, Tianjin Normal University

Member of Editorial Board, Treatises and Documents, Journal of Ethnic Studies (Slovenia)

Member of International Advisory Board, Studies in Ethnicity and Nationalism

Member of Advisory Board, Journal of Intercultural Studies

Academic Advisor, Contemporary Political Philosophy Translation Project, Jiangsu People’s Publishing House

Member of Scientific Committee, Revista Internacional de Pensamiento Político

Member of Editorial Board, Diaspora, Indigenous and Minority Education: An International Journal

Member of Editorial Board, Journal of Ethics and Social Philosophy

Member of Editorial Board, Ethnopolitics

Member of Editorial Board, European Diversity and Autonomy Papers (European Academy)

Member of Editorial Committee, Citizenship Teaching and Learning

Member of Editorial Board, Comparative Ethics Series, Ethikon Institute (Los Angeles)

Member of Editorial Board, Queen's Quarterly

Member of Editorial Board, Library of Ethics and Applied Philosophy, Kluwer.

Series Co-editor, Works on Sino-Western Political Culture (Tianjin People's Press)

Member of Editorial Board, Journal of Multilingual and Multicultural Development

Member of Editorial Board, Theory and Research in Education

Member of International Editorial Board, Journal of Ethnic and Minority Issues in Europe

Member of Editorial Board, Contemporary Political Theory

Member of International Advisory Board, Hagar: International Social Science Review (Negev, Israel).

Member of Advisory Board, Social Theory and Practice

Board of Referees, Dialogue: Canadian Philosophical Review

Member of Editorial Board, Ethical Theory and Moral Practice

Member of Board of Editorial Advisors, Encyclopedia of Global Justice (Springer).

Member of Scientific Committee, Diversitas Book Series (Peter Lang Publishers).

Member of international advisory board of “Studies in International Minority and group Rights” book series, Brill Publishers.
Member of International Advisory Board, Philosophy, Politics and Power book series, Casa editrice Le Lettere (Florence, Italy).

**Reviews of Scholarship**

Referee for the following academic journals: Public Affairs Quarterly; Journal of Human Rights; British Journal of Sociology; International Journal of Comparative Sociology; Canadian Journal of Sociology; Canadian Foreign Policy Journal; Ethnic and Racial Studies; Journal of European Social Policy; European Diversity and Autonomy Papers; Public Affairs Quarterly; Journal of Moral Philosophy; Journal of Global Ethics; Journal of Ethnic and Minority Issues in Europe; World Politics; Journal of International Migration and Immigration; Canadian Public Administration; Global Policy; Theory, Culture and Society; Journal of Comparative Political Studies; and Comparative Studies in Society and History.

Manuscript refereeing for the following publishers: Palgrave; Wilfrid Laurier University Press; Princeton University Press; Routledge; Cambridge University Press and McGill-Queen’s University Press.

Referee for tenure reviews at Universitat Pompeu Fabra (Barcelona, Spain); University of Pennsylvania; University of California Irvine.

Member, expert panel for a SSHRC Research Training Partnership grant; and a referee for the Leverhulme Trust grant (UK).

**Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized**


Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada.

Member, American Society for Political and Legal Philosophy

Canadian Philosophical Association

Corresponding Fellow, British Academy.

Member of Scientific Advisory Board, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Ethnic and Religious Diversity (Gottingen, Germany)

Member of Advisory Council, European Centre for Minority Issues (Flensburg, Germany).

Member of Expert Advisory Panel for the Club of Madrid’s Shared Societies Project

Member of International Advisory Board, Netherlands Research School for Practical Philosophy

Member of Canadian Commission for UNESCO

Member of International Advisory Board, Ethnocultural Diversity Resource Center (Cluj, Romania)

Member of Scientific Advisory Board of CEDIME: Center for Documentation and Information on Minorities in Europe
Supervisor, Department of Philosophy’s Postdoctoral Fellow in Democracy and Diversity, funded through CIFAR grant.

Postdoctoral supervisor and academic advisor, Department of Philosophy, Queen’s University.

Faculty Advisor, Graduate Student conference on “Domesticity and Beyond: Living and Working with Animals”, Queen’s University, Kingston, September 29-30, 2012.
KATHLEEN LAHEY

Books

Journal Articles


(with de Villota) "Economic Crisis, Gender Equality, and Policy Responses in Spain and Canada" (2013) 13(1) Feminist Economics 82.


Book Reviews, Editorial and Media Commentary and Other Publications


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences
“‘Going for Growth’ and ‘Tackling Inequality’ – Why gender equality always matters,” presented to Conference on CEDAW and Moving Forward, Feminist Legal Studies Queen’s, Queen’s University, Kingston, March 2, 2012.


“Tax Fairness, Inequality, and the Political Economy of Women: Gender-based analysis is crucial to building a better Canada,” presented to the Fair Tax Summit, Canadians for Tax Fairness, Ottawa, March 30, 2012.


“Women in the Arctic Region: Key Economic, Governance, and Budgetary Issues,” presented to International Arctic Feminist Workshop, Northern (Arctic) Federal University, Arkhangelsk, Russia, June 26, 2012.


“Tax Fairness and Gender,” Commission on Public Services and Tax Fairness, Kingston, ON, January 5, 2012.

“Designed to Fail: Aboriginal Governance, Federal Funding, and Attawapiskat,” presented to Bodies of Law: Women’s Health and Equality Conference, Feminist Legal Studies Queen’s, Queen’s University, Kingston, March 1, 2013.


“Comparative Studies on Gender Equality in the Arctic Region,” Conference on Gender and Arctic Directions, TUAC Network on Gender and Law/Forum for Studies on Law and Society, Umea University, Sweden, May 7, 2013.


**Presentations to Judicial, Governmental And Legislative Bodies**

“Improving Economic Prospects for Canadian Girls: Step #1: Ensure that all children are born into and raised in a gender-equal Canada,” formal written brief filed with the Standing Committee on the Status of Women, House of Commons, with oral testimony in committee on March 12, 2012.


Reports, Studies and Decisions for Government and Governmental Institutions

“Women in Arctic and Northern Regions: Key Economic, Governance, and Fiscal Issues,” for submission to Arctic Council by the TUAC Arctic Region Working Group, November 2012.

"Income Inequalities in Canada: Fiscal and Gender Dimensions,” Consultation brief submitted to the House of Commons Standing Committee on Finance, Study on Inequalities, Ottawa, April 2013

“Recommendations on Budget 2014,” Brief submitted to the House of Commons Standing Committee on Finance, Pre-budget Consultations 2013, Ottawa, August 2013


“Canada’s Obligations to Women under CEDAW, the Beijing Platform for Action, and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,” Brief submitted to UN Women Canada, Consultation on Gender and UN MDGs, Ottawa, December 2013

Research Grants

(with Amani) Law Foundation of Ontario small grant, CEDAW conference “Moving Forward” sponsored by Feminist Legal Studies Queen’s (FLSQ 2012).

(with Amani) Queen’s University Principal’s Development Fund for FSLQ International Visiting and FSLQ Conference Keynote speaker (2012).

Queen’s University Principal’s Development Fund – International Visitors FLSQ Visiting Scholar (Eva-Maria Svensson) and Conference Keynote speaker (2013).

Principal Investigator, SSHRC major grant, “Women, Equality, and Fiscal Policy: Gender Analysis of Taxes, Benefits, and Budgets” (2009-2013)

Principal Investigator, SSHRC Insight Development Grant, “Comparative gender impact analysis and fiscal policy” (2011-2014)

Principal Investigator, Queen’s Senate Advisory Research Grant (to supplement SSHRC Insight Development Grant in startup phase), “Comparative gender impact analysis and fiscal policy “ (2011-2012)

Co-Investigator, SSHRC Major Grant, “CBA SOGIC Survey of Sexual Diversity in the Canadian Legal Profession” (2011-2015)

Law Foundation of Ontario funding, awarded upon submission of SSHRC Insight Grant, 2013-14.

Awards and Honours
Visiting Professor, Umea Forum for Studies on Law and Society, Umea University, Sweden, spring 2013

Reviews of Scholarship
Peer review of two articles for *Carter Commission at 50, Conference Proceedings* (Dalhousie Law)

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Member, Centre for the Study of Democracy and Diversity Senate Advisory Committee (University committee)

Member, University Promotions Advisory Committee (University committee)

Co-director (with Amani), Feminist Legal Studies Queen’s,

Cross-appointment, Queen’s University Women’s Studies Department

Cross-appointment, Queen’s University Cultural Studies Department

Faculty Advisor, Wilson Moot Team,

Provided expert and legal advice to sports equality advocates suing IOC and contemplating litigation regarding the Pan-American games and WADA; assisting in obtaining suitable expert evidence, guiding student networking, and developing professional resources


(with Amani) Co-organizer, Feminist Legal Studies Conference, “Arctic/Northern Women: Situating Law and Justice in Development and Equality,” Queen’s University, beginning in February 2013 to end of year

(with Gunnarsson and Mumford) Co-organizer, LSA Collaborative Research Network #38 Panels, Boston, May 28-June 1, 2013.
DAVID LYON

Books


Book Chapters


Journal Articles


Book Reviews, Editorial and Media Commentary and Other publications


Australian Broadcasting Corporation’s PM show with Mark Colvin, March 1 2012, available at http://www.abc.net.au/pm/archives.html


Newspaper interview in La Nación, Buenos Aires, Argentina, August 6, 2012.

‘Virtual Virtue’ interview in Faith Today, July 2012.


Interviewed by Fabio Chiusi for an article published in L’Espresso (Italian weekly news and current affairs magazine), September 2012.


Review of article “Towards a theoretical model of social media surveillance” for Communication Theory, September 2012.


Extended interview on key dimensions of contemporary surveillance appeared in KG Human Rights (in Japanese) 2013. See promotion at www.kwansei.ac.jp/r_human/


Featured in a research publication of the Office of the Privacy Commissioner, Ottawa, June 2013.

‘Canadians split on government online snooping’ Whig Standard, interview August 31 2013, at http://www.thewhig.com/2013/08/31/canadians-split-on-government-online-snooping/


Interview segment on Global TV News on CSEC surveillance, October 11, 2013.

Interview segment on Snowden revelations about Germany, Al Jazeera, October 26, 2013.

**Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences**

Invited lecture at the CRIDS Research Unit, University of Namur, Belgium, January 24, 2012.


“Surveillance, Sociology and Ethics,” public lecture delivered at Kwansei Gakuin University, Nishinomiya, Japan, April 19, 2012.


“Mark My Words: Zuckerberg’s Gift to Social Sorting” Invited speaker, Surveillance and Social Media symposium at the National Arts Centre, Ottawa, arranged by the Office of the Privacy Commissioner in conjunction with SSHRC, May 2, 2012.


“Social Media Surveillance: Who Does It?” TEDx talk, delivered at Convocation Hall, Queen’s University, October 28, 2012.

“Surveillance, Social Media, Participation” presented (by video) at Personal Information Protection Conference at Meiji University, Tokyo, November 19-20, 2012.


Plenary lecture “The Culture of Surveillance” at the Congress of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Victoria, June 06 2013.

“Surveillance History and Ethics” at IFIP Doctoral Summer School, Radboud University, Nijmegen, Netherlands, June 17 2013.


“Google’s Goldfish: Living with Surveillance” at Inventing the Surveillance Society symposium, the Lemelson Center, Smithsonian Institution, Washington DC, October 25. Video at http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/40166061/


Research Grants


Overseas participating investigator, Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, “Organizational and Individual Behaviour and Personal Information Protection in the Age of Social Media” (2012-15) ¥4.5M ($65,000).

Co-Investigator (with David Murakami Wood), Federal Office of the Privacy Commissioner (Contributions Program), “Privacy Implications of the Spread of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in Canada”, 2013-14 ($50,000).

Awards and Honours


Nominated for the SSHRC Gold Medal for Research, February 2012.

Elected Academician of the Academy of the Social Sciences (UK) September 2013.

Editorial Positions

International board, Secrecy Studies research network (H-Net; Humanities and Social Sciences Research Network)

Founding member, International Editorial Board, Information, Communication and Society

International Editorial Board, Information Technology, Education and Society

International Editorial Board, American Behavioral Scientist

Founding Co-editor, Surveillance and Society

International Editorial Board, Science and Christian Belief

International Editorial Board, Implicit Religion

Associate Editor, The Information Society

International Editorial Board, Communication, Information and Ethics in Society
International Editorial Board, Cultural Politics
International Editorial Board, International Political Sociology
International Editorial Board, Global Communication Review
Editorial Advisory Board, Identity in the Information Society
International Editorial Board, Journal of Sociology

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized

Fellow, Royal Society of Canada
Academician, Academy of Social Sciences (UK)
Member, Canadian Sociological Association
Member, International Sociological Association
Member, Surveillance Studies Network
Director, Surveillance Studies Centre, Queen’s University

Graduate seminar, “Surveillance Studies” at Kwansei Gakuin University, Nishionomiya, Japan, April 19, 2012.

Guest lecture in SOCY304, Queen’s “Surveillance and Everyday Life” November 16 2012.

“Surveillance and Everyday Life” talk for a new Public Criminology course at Wilfrid Laurier University (Brantford campus), November 20 2012.

“Surveillance and the Eye of God” invited seminar presentation in the Sociology Department, Graduate Center, City University of New York, March 1 2013.
ALLAN MANSON

Book Chapters


Journal Articles


also published online November 5, 2012 available at http://www.cmaj.ca/content/185/10/886.full?sid=8e18a711-b637-49bb-8483-9e6db8297e62

“Some Thoughts on Multiple Sentences and the Totality Principle: Can We Get It Right?(2013) 55 Canadian Journal of Criminology and Criminal Justice 481.

Book Reviews, Editorial and Media Commentary, and Other Publications


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences


“Arbitrary Disproportionality,” Centenary Speaker Series, Faculty of Law, University of Alberta, October 15, 2012.


Invited conferee, Conference to discuss book draft by Prof. Michael Tonry, University of Minnesota, Faculty of Law, November. 14-16, 2013.

Presentations to Judicial, Governmental And Legislative Bodies

Reports, Studies and Decisions for Government and Governmental Institutions


Research Grants

Yukon Territory Department of Justice, Review of Justice of the Peace system, 2012.

Reviews of Scholarship

Peer review of articles for Queen’ Law Journal, Israel Law Review
External referee, Tenure Application, University of Manitoba, Faculty of Law

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Chair, CAUT Investigation Committee Re: Allegation of Academic Freedom Violation, commenced May, 2013.
MARY-JO MAUR

Books


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences

NANCY MCCORMACK

Books

(with Leonard) *Updating Statutes and Regulations for all Canadian Jurisdictions*, 5th ed (Toronto: Carswell, 2012).


Journal Articles


Book Reviews, Editorial and Media Commentary and Other Publications


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences


“Burnout in the Workplace,” Kaleidoscope, Queen's University, August 13, 2013.

Editorial Positions

Book Review Editor, Canadian Law Library Review

Editor, Canadian Law Library Review

Editorial Board member, Frontiers of Legal Research

Reviews of Scholarship

External Reviewer, International Journal of Law and Psychiatry

External Assessor, SSHRC

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Member, LexisNexis Canada Academic Advisory Board

Member, Carswell Academic Advisory Board

Member, Board of Advisors, Institute of Parliamentary and Political Law
CHERIE METCALF

Book Chapters


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences


“Property Rights & Attitudes toward Environmental Protection: An Empirical Investigation,” presented to Society for Environmental Law & Economics Conference, University of Indiana, Maurer School of Law, June 2012.

“Property Rights & Attitudes toward Environmental Protection: An Empirical Investigation,” presented to Law & Economics Seminar, UBC Faculty of Law, January 2012.


Invited commentator, for Anthony Niblett & Albert Yoon, “Outcomes & Precedents”, Osgoode / University of Toronto Canadian Junior Faculty Forum, University of Toronto Law School, June 2012.

“Property Rights & Attitudes toward Environmental Protection: An Empirical Investigation,” Midwestern Law & Economics Association Conference, Faculty of Law, University of Illinois, Urbana Champagne, IL (October 2013).


Research Grants

Queen’s Senate Advisory Research Grant in support of SSHRC 4A, “Property Law Culture: Public Law, Private Preferences & the Regulation of Property,” (2012).

Awards and Honours

Visiting Scholar in Residence, Colorado Law School, 2013-2014

Reviews of Scholarship

Peer reviewer, *Queen’s Law Journal*

Peer reviewer, SSHRC Insight Grant Program

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Member and Officer, Canadian Law & Economics Association Executive Board

Member of Organizing Committee (Lee Epstein, Chair), International Society for New Institutional Economics Annual Conference, USC Law, June 2012

Member, Law Society of Upper Canada

Member, Society for Empirical Legal Studies

Member, Canadian Law & Economics Association (Executive Board Member)

Member, International Society for New Institutional Economics

Member, Social Science History Association
PAUL MILLER
Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences

“Justifying Fiduciary Remedies,” at Obligations VI Conference, Western University Faculty of Law, London, ON, July 2012.


“Justifying Fiduciary Remedies,” Canadian Private Law Theory Workshop, University of Toronto Faculty of Law, April 2012.

Research Grants

Co-Investigator, Canadian Institutes of Health Research Operating grant, “Conceptual Problems in Research Ethics”, $310,924 (2008-2012)

Reviews of Scholarship

Peer review of articles for Queen’s Law Journal and Canadian Bar Review.

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Member, Rotman Institute of Philosophy, Western University
WANJIRU NJOYA

Book Chapters


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences


Editorial Positions


Reviews of Scholarship

Peer review for the Windsor Review of Legal and Social Issues, Industrial Law Journal

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Member, Queen’s Centre for Law in the Contemporary Workplace

Associate, Centre for Business Research, University of Cambridge
BRUCE PARDY

Book Chapters


Journal Articles


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences


Roundtable Discussant, Reconciling Ecology and Economics: Processes and Property Rights, Hoover Institute, Stanford University, Palo Alto CA, April 2012.

Roundtable Discussant, Classics in Environmental Ethics, Department of Philosophy, University of Illinois, Galena IL, October 2012.


“Wrongs Don't Make a Right: A Rights-based Theory of Tort,” 2013 Private Law Theory Workshop, Queen’s University, Kingston, April 2013.

Reports, Studies and Decisions for Government and Governmental Institutions


*TankTek Environmental Services Ltd. v. Ontario (Ministry of the Environment)* (2013), 76 Canadian Environmental Law Reports (3d) 84.


Awards and Honours

Julian Simon Fellowship at the Property and Environment Research Center in Bozeman, Montana, 2011-2012.

Editorial Positions
Editorial Board, *Environments Journal* (Faculty of Environmental Studies, Wilfrid Laurier University)

**Reviews of Scholarship**


**Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops**

Member, Queen’s Institute for Energy and the Environment

Advisory Board, Canadian Constitution Foundation
PATRICIA PEPPIN

Articles and Book Chapters


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences


Reviews of Scholarship

Referee, Tenure and Promotions Committee, for Promotion to Professor, University of Alberta, Faculty of Law

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Member, Feminist Legal Studies Queen’s

Primary Organizer, (program development, funding applications, speaker arrangements, international speaker applications, logistics, financing), Feminist Legal Studies Queen’s Conference, “Bodies of Law: Women’s Health & Equality” March 1-2, 2013.

Panel Organizer, Women’s Health, for the International Academy of Law & Mental Health Congress, Amsterdam, July 17, 2013.
MICHAEL PRATT

Book Chapters

“Promises and Agreements” in B. Kaldis, ed, Encyclopedia of Philosophy of the Social Sciences (Sage, 2013).

Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences

“Disclaimers and the Intention to Create Legal Relations,” Conference in Honour of Professor J.D. McCamus, Osgoode Hall Law School, February 2013.


Editorial Positions

Member of Editorial Board, Law and Philosophy

Reviews of Scholarship

DARRYL ROBINSON

Book Chapters


Journal Articles


Book Reviews, Editorial and Media Commentary and Other Publications


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences

“The Inescapable Controversies of Pre-Transitional Justice,” presented at Foreign Policy Studies Series and International Commission of Jurists, Dalhousie University, Halifax, February 2012


“Apology, Utopia and Other Catch-22s: Why Criticism of the ICC is Fun, Popular...and Inevitable,” presented at Oxford Public International Law Discussion Group and Oxford Transitional Justice Research, Oxford University, UK, June 2012.


**Presentations to Judicial, Governmental And Legislative Bodies**

(with deGuzman, Jalloh and Cryer) “Request for Leave to Submit Amicus Curiae Observations pursuant to Rule 103,” submitted to Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Court (Prosecutor v. Laurent Gbagbo, ICC-02/11-01/11), September 5, 2013.

(with deGuzman, Jalloh and Cryer) “Amicus Curiae Observations of Professors Robinson, deGuzman, Jalloh and Cryer,” submitted to Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Court (Prosecutor v. Laurent Gbagbo, ICC-02/11-01/11), October 9, 2013.

**Research Grants**


**Awards and Honours**

Antonio Cassese Prize in International Criminal Legal Studies, May 2013

**Editorial Positions**

Editorial Committee, Journal of International Criminal Justice

Editorial Committee, Criminal Law Forum

Editorial Board, Transitional Justice Review

**Reviews of Scholarship**


Peer reviewed book proposals for Oxford University Press and Cambridge University Press

Review Committee, Queen’s University Senate Advisory Research Committee Awards

**Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops**
Member, Case Matrix Advisory Board

Course on international law for foreign service officers at the Department of Foreign Affairs (November 2013)
DONALD STUART

Books
(with Coughlan & Delisle) Learning Canadian Criminal Law, 12th ed (Carswell, 2012).
(with Quigley) Learning Canadian Criminal Procedure, 11th ed (Carswell, 2013).

Book Chapters
“The Charter Balance against Unscrupulous Law and Order Politics” in Berger & Stribopoulos, eds,
Unsettled Legacy: Thirty Years of Criminal Justice under the Charter (2012, LexisNexis)

Journal Articles

Annotations, Case Comments, and Editorial and Media Commentary
“Maybin: Unwise to Leave the Test of Intervening Cause Untethered” Case Comment (2012) 92 CR (6th) 252.
“Prokfiew: Reading Down Section 4(6) of Canada Evidence Act to Leave Instructions on Trial Silence to Unfettered Discretion of Trial Judges” Case Comment (2013) 96 CR (6th) 19.
Annotation to R. v Nedelcu (2013) 96 CR (6th) 394
Annotation to R. v. Hill (2013) 96 CR (6th) 168
Annotation to *R. v. Aucoin* (2013) 96 CR (6th) 298
Annotation to *R. v. Wilson* (2013) 96 CR (6th) 77-78
Annotation to *R. v. Kingsbury* (2013) 96 CR (6th) 95
Annotation to *R. v. MacMillan* (2013) 1 CR (7th) 90 93-94
Annotation to *R. v. Levkovic* (2013) 1 CR (7th) 225
Annotation to *R. v. Camiran* (2013) 1 CR (7th) 414-415
Annotation to *R. v. Vuradin* (2013) 3 CR (7th) 2
Annotation to *R. v. Pandurevic* (2013) 3 CR (7th) 254
Annotation to *R. v. Mitchell* (2013) 3 CR (7th) 299
Annotation to *R. v. Jones* (2013) 3 CR (7th) 318
Annotation to *R. v. Adamo* (2013) 4 CR (7th) 328


“*Sunshine: The Need for Further Clarity on Jury Instructions in Circumstantial Evidence Cases*” Case Comment (2013) 1 CR (7th) 346.

“*H.A.D.: The Supreme Court Strongly Reaffirms the Presumption of Subjective Fault for Crimes*” (2013) Case Comment 2 CR (7th) 64.

**Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences**


“Exclusion of Evidence under Section 24(2), Stays as an Abuse of Process and New Arguments for Defence Counsel,” presented to Defence Counsel Association of Ottawa/Carlton, Montebello, QC, October 5-6, 2013

**Awards and Honours**

Criminal Lawyers Assoc., *G. Arthur Martin Medal for Criminal Justice* 2012
Editorial Positions

Editor-in-Chief, Criminal Reports
Editor, N.J.I., Criminal Essentials e-letter

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Faculty seminar, CR symposium on 30th Anniversary of Charter
MALCOLM THORBURN

Book Chapters


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences

“Form and Function in (Criminal) Law,” presented to the Conference on Criminalizing and Criminalized States, Osgoode Hall Law School, November 9-10, 2012.


“Locating the Presumption of Innocence,” Faculty Seminar, University of Uppsala, Sweden, April 11, 2012.


Awards and Honours

Robert S. Campbell Visiting Fellowship, Magdalen College, Oxford (2012)
Honorary Member of Senior Common Room, Magdalen College, Oxford (2012-2019)

Editorial Positions

Associate Editor, New Criminal Law Review
Editorial Board Member, Law and Philosophy
Associate Editor, Criminal Law and Philosophy

Reviews of Scholarship


Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Member, Surveillance Studies Centre, Queen’s University
MARK WALTERS

Journal Articles


Papers and Presentations delivered at Scholarly, Professional or Law Reform Conferences

“‘Looking for a knot in the bulrush’: Reflections on Law, Sovereignty and Aboriginal Rights,” presented at 35@30: Reflecting on 30 Years of Section 35 Conference, University of Toronto Faculty of Law, October 25-27, 2012.


Invited Commentator, How to Break Out of Colonialism Conference, Indigenous Peoples and Governance Program, Montreal, Quebec, 17-20 April 2012.

“Where there is a Right there is a (Legal Framework for) a Remedy: Legal Remedies and the Covenant Chain Treaty Relationship”, presented at “Peace, Friendship & Respect: A Critical Examination of the Honour of the Crown on the 250-Year Anniversary of the Royal Proclamation and the Treaty of Niagara”, a conference held in conjunction with the 25th annual meeting of the Indigenous Bar Association in Canada, at the Chippewas of Rama First Nation, 7-9 October 2013

“The Royal Proclamation, the Canadian Constitution and Aboriginal Peoples”, presented at “Creating Canada: From the Royal Proclamation of 1763 to Modern Treaties”, hosted by the Land Claims Agreements Coalition at the Canadian Museum of Civilization, Gatineau, Quebec, 7 October 2013

“Dicey’s Jurisprudence”, presented at the Oxford Jurisprudence Discussion Group, Oxford University, 21 February 2013

Presentations to Judicial, Governmental And Legislative Bodies

Submission to the Standing Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs Concerning Bill C-53, An Act to assent to the alternations in the law touching the Succession to the Throne, March 5, 2013.

Awards and Honours

Award for Excellence in Graduate Supervision, Queen’s University, 2012

H.L.A. Hart Fellowship, Oxford Centre for Ethics and Philosophy of Law, Oxford University, Hilary Term 2013

Herbert Smith Visitor, Faculty of Law, University of Cambridge, Easter Term, 2013
Reviews of Scholarship

Member of the College of Reviewers for the Canada Research Chairs Program

External referee for application for tenure and promotion, Faculty of Law, University of Alberta, Schulich School of Law, Dalhousie University, Faculty of Law, University of British Columbia

Referee, Insight Grant, Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council


Referee, Tenure and Promotions Committee, Faculty of Law, University of Toronto

Other Scholarly Activities including Conferences Organized, Seminars and Workshops

Member, Advisory Council, Intergovernmental Relations Institute, School of Policy Studies, Queen’s University